Pomsky Owners Association

Membership Terms and Conditions

Membership Terms
A Pomsky Owners Association member must abide by the following terms and conditions

All members must:

- Display the Pomsky Owners Association badge on the front page of the website with a link to pomskyownersassociation.com
- Be a member of an approved breed organization, including the International Pomsky Association and Pomsky Club of America
- Abide by the Pomsky Owners Association code of ethics
- Agree to assist Pomsky Owners Association in answering consumer questions to the best of your ability
- Agree to answer any questions from Pomsky Owners Association, relating to the pomsky breed, to the best of your ability
- Agree to provide Pomsky Owners Association with any information that could benefit the consumer or benefit the wellbeing of the pomsky breed
- Agree to inform Pomsky Owners Association of any changes to the pomsky breed or breeding environment

Membership Conditions
Membership terms are subject to change at the discretion of Pomsky Owners Association. Pomsky Owners Association is a group managed by the pomsky breeder, relying in good faith on the breeder’s trust and goodwill to better the pomsky breed. Any member that fails to act in good faith and harmony to promote the health and wellbeing of the pomsky breed is subject to membership revocation

- A breach of membership terms is subject to revocation of Pomsky Owners Association membership
- A breach of the Pomsky Owners Association code of ethics is subject to revocation of Pomsky Owners Association membership